NEED EFFORTLESS ENGAGEMENT AND VOTING THROUGH VIRTUAL OR HYBRID MEETINGS

The way we do business is changing. In times of unprecedented change and growing access to technology, Computershare will help you hold your next meeting virtually or remotely – and we’re here to make it easy.

Meetings technology has the potential to address the problem of declining shareholder engagement, assist companies to increase the percentage of voting shareholders by providing online solutions that enable investors to ask questions and vote regardless of their geographical location.

**Want to hold a virtual meeting?**

Your meeting can include a live video or audio-stream, with the ability to view your company’s presentation slides and provide your stakeholders with full remote-meeting access. Your shareholders are fully authenticated at point-of-use to participate, ask questions and vote electronically in real time.

**Assisting you with correct meeting notices wording and distribution guidance**

We will also work closely with you to assist you with the wording of your meeting notices, and guide you through your distribution methods and the various options unique to your upcoming AGM.
Need to consider a hybrid meeting as your alternative option?

A hybrid meeting is a combination of in-room and remote member participation (the latter of which is run as a virtual meeting) offering both a physical and virtual presence of your meeting.

In 2019, Computershare South Africa ran the country's first hybrid meetings for a large mining and metals issuer, for more than 700 participants, a few of which attended the meeting physically, and the others virtually and voting took place through the online channels.

Computershare has years of experience hosting hybrid and virtual meetings in more than 20 regions globally. This enables your local Computershare team to use their years of knowledge running meetings in South Africa and tailor your unique meeting option, with the added benefit of tapping into the power of our global footprint. Within our network, we have access to their resources and hundreds of case studies that enable us to provide you with the best approach.

Contact us to learn more about virtual shareholder meetings.